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ALL THE LOCAL HAPPENINGS CORRECTLY REPORTED.

FIRST-CLASS JOB OFFICE IN CONNECTION

AFFAIRS IN
KENNEBUNK

are to be paid out of unexpended bal
Mr. Charles Good now went to
Boston today on business.
ance, for the Abatement of taxes $400,
for the maintainance of the Fire De
The Baptist Sunday School is plan
partment and for repairs and material
ning to give an Easter concei t.
for the same $2200, for the use of the
The report that Miss Myrtle Lowell
Webster Post, G. A. R. to use for the
is
to leave tip Post Office is entirely
proper Memorial Day, $125, for the
without foundation.
Free Public Library $350, for Hydrant
Rental $1500, for the care of the forests Some of the Little Stories that the
Mr. J. H. Otis, who is so seriously ill
and the destruction of the gipsy and
Enterprise Has Heard
with pneumonia, is a little better this,
brown-tail moths $800
Wednesday morning.
Frank Parsons was elected as Fores tAnd
how
do
you
like
this
for
spring
?
er at a salary of $2.00 a day, for time
Ivy Temple, P. 8. will give a threeworked.
Well, we are still looking for that act comedy in the Opera House Thurs
60c Formosa Oolong
The article or the acceptance of the first Mayflower.
Fancy California.Peaches
day evening of this week.
alteration
of Beach road or Beach St.,
Tea, Per Pound
Per Can
Candlemas
Day
ought
to
be
wiped
The young child of Mr. Thomas
as laid out by the municipal office, on
off the calendar.
20c Fancy Rio Coffee
Cougill of Saco Road died last Sunday
petition
of
William
A
Rogers,
was
in

Three Cans Nice
Per Pound
definitely postponed for building a
Keep up courage, the Fourth of July at the age of one year and six months.
Tomatoes
permanent
side
walk
of
concrete to be will make a change anyway, j
A Nice Mocha and Java QE a
Six Boston & Maine locomotives were
gin at Railroad Ave., aud extend along
Coffee, Per Pound
Zuu
Today completes the ninety-sixth badly damaged by a fire which de
Three Cans Fancy
the beach $500.
day of sleighing thus far thi« winter. stroyed the round house at South Law
Maine Corn t
For building a side walk from Gooch’s
A complete line of fresh meats
Rev. E. G. Crowais was the guest of rence last Friday.
Creek, to the beach $300.
constantly
on
hand
at
lowest
York State Pea Beans
It was voted to extend the electric Rev. John Bicknell, last Monday even
Tne Kennebunk Festival Chorus will
ing
light
system
from
the
station
at
Kenne

prices.
hold
its first rehearsal next Friday eve
Per Peck
bunk Beach, to the house of John
ning,
March 8th. The new ni isic has
.Mr. Bartlett has recently purchased
Nedeau; also to purchase a snow a nice horse, of Howard Atkinson of been received and it is earnestly hoped
. WATCH THIS SPACE EACH WEEK
roller for the Cat Mousam District.
that all members will be piesent
Saco.
After much discussion, the vote to
promptly at 7.30
Mrs. W. D. Hay, has ar.ived home
build a new high school was carried,
Rev. Charles L. Snow of Norwich,
and Chairman Gilpatric and Oscar from her business trip to New York
Conn., will give a stereoptican lecture
and
Boston.
Clark, were appointed as a committee
on “In His Steps” at the Baptist
to select a committee of five to ascer
Col. Chas. R. Littlefield, National church next Monda^at, 8 p. m. No adtain the cost of the same, secure.a suit bank cashier, has missed but one Re
mission will be charged, but a collecTown meeting was called to order able location, aud plans for the build publican caucus in 40 years.
iion will be taken.
last Monday, at 9 o’clock a. m. Geo. ing aud such other information ¿IS
Miss
Bertha
Hanson
of
this
village,
Kennebunkport
A. Gilpatric was elected moderator of needed, and report to a special town
March 12th the Bowdoin College Glee
the meeting. The services of A. W. meeting to be called for that purpose is working for Mrs. Alice Whitcomb, Mandolin and Guitar Clubs will hold
in her millinery parlors, at Sanford.
Meserve as Town Clerk for the previous at some fnture date.
the boards at the Opera House, As
The town meeting passed off quieitly.
year, were appreciated, and he was re
Mrs. L. W. Nash has taken Miss Eliza the proceeds will be devoted to the
After much discussion aud several
In the election of officers, party lines
elected. Next in order came the elec amendments, it was voted to make the Burke’s place as. teacher of the Gram- purchase of new scenery for the hall
Telephone 70-12
were drawn, and the Democrats elect
tion of three selectmen as follows:
open season for digging aud shipping mar School, in the Lower Hall Build- the attendance should be large.
205-20Z Main St, Biddeford ed their entire ticket.
Chairman, A. A. Richardson, Joshua clams from this town from Jan. 1st, to ing.
The principal officers elected are:
Miss Clarissa L. Weymouth of Saco
Russell from AlewiVe, and David F. Jan. 15, inclusive of each year. The . Having received
warning from began her duties last Monday as prin
Moderator—H. B.
Dennett, Town
Clerk—E. C. Miller, Selectmen, etc.— Toothaker of the Lower village* These licence for the same, was fixed at $5.00, County Attorney Hobbs, that it must cipal of a primary school at Norwood,
three were also elected, to fill the offices and limited to fifty in number.,
be run on strictly temperance lines, So. Mass. Miss Weymouth has been teach
W. F. Goodwin, F. G. Cole, 1. S. Ross,
of assessors and overseers pf the poor.
One hydrant was voted to be added Berwick’s only hotel has been closed.
Treasurer—H. B
Dennett, Town
ing here for the past two years. Her
The efficient Town Treasurer, Joseph to the system for fire protection along
Agent—F. H. Couseus, Road Commis
place
is now being filled by Miss Cora
It
is
said
that
the
present
winter
is
Dane, who has filled the position in a the beach, to be located so as to
sioners—E. W. Seavey, E. W. Mitchell.
Lucas. Miss Ethel Getchell is occupy
one
of
the
dullest
on
record,
for
blackcreditable manner for the past ten tect the Hotel Narragansett, at an anMember School Com. for three years—
smiths. Ihe snow has been so deep ing the position vacated by Miss Lucas.
years, was elected. A. Haley was also nual rental of $33.00.
H. A. Benson. Tax Collector—E. D.
and soft, that there Las been little
re-elected as Town Agent. Edward A.
“Mrs. Bagg’s Bargain Day. a two
The list of Juror’s as selected by the
Meserye.
Stanford was elected as superintending Municipal Officers was accepted and horse shoers to do.
act comedy, was given at th Opera
The total amount of money raised is School Committee for three years.
Chas. A. Maxwell, known as the House Tuesday evening of this week.
$25,775, which is $4,950 more than was The office of Tax collector, was award approved.
Wandering
Jew of Good Templary, be- The parts were all well taken and the
It was voted to appoint a committee
raised for all purposes last year. A- ed to Willis E. Warren, and the town,
came
a
member
of Salus lodge, recent large, audience was much pleased,
bout $4000 of this increase is for roads, will be guarded during the coming to ascertain the estimated expense of a
He
has
belonged
to 28 different judging from the frequent applause.
survey for Sewerage system, and the iy.
bridges and snow bills.
year, by'the following constables: Wm. probable cost of the same. Said Com lodges, aud some of them twice.
The comedy was followed by “The
F.
Bowen,
Ernest
L..
Jones,
Edgar
D.
Dress Rehearsal,” which made a de
Rev. S. E. Leech went to Boston last
mittee to report at a future iheetiug.
• At a meeting of the Grand Orient, O. cided hit. Fine piano music was ren
Bragdon,
Wm.
E.
Towne,
Edwin
I.
Lit

Wednesday morning, returning on Fri$250 was appropriated for the pur
tlefield, Albert J. Wiggin, Chas. Stev chase of fifteen and twenty inch drain M. H. A. held at the opera house Sat nr dered during the evening.
day.
ens, Chas. E. Jellison, Wm R. Pitts, tile to be used on Mousam Hill, on day night, 48 candidates took the de
The Oue Hundredth Anniversary of
gree. Tho order has beeu organized
Rev. and Mrs. Wm. H. T. Bock, are Robie K. Wentworth.
High
street,
the
same
to
extend
to
the
the
birth of Henry W. Longfellow, was
here over 20 years. A collation follow
receiving congratulations on the adWm. H. Littlefield was re-elected to Mousam river.
most
fittingly observed oy every public
ed
the
initiation.
vent of a nine and one half pounds boy the office of Chief Engineer of the Fire
A committee of two was appointed to
school in this village, last Wednesday.
baby, born Feb. 25.
Department, with Wesley L. Jacksoil, confer with the Committee of the Free
Fuller Curtis, a prominent citizen, There was a large attendance of both
The last entertainment in the Peo Edwin W. Kelley, David O. Bragdon, Library relative to the memorial, aiid and one always interested in public parents aud friends who thoroughly
ple’s Lecture course, was given at the Joseph E. Hubbard, John E. Water disposal of the school house next to affairs, haa supported the Republican enjoyed the program. After the liter
Methodist church last Monday evening, house, Frank A. Dresser, as Assistant the New Library building, and to act party 40 years, attended nearly every ary exercises, were gone through with
and proved to be a perfect success, as Engineers. Auditor of Accounts, Chas. as they think the interests of the town caucus in these years and made his first at the High School, an informal recep
nomination last Saturday night.
the previous ones had been. The Twin Kelley.
require..
tion followed. Refreshments were ser
The Town voted to elect three Road
City Male Quartptte of Biddeford and
The highway money was apportion
ved from attractive booths, decorated
Dr.
and
Mrs.
Phillips
of
Wells
were
the
i lot of Colored Postal Saco, made a decided hit. Every se Commissioners, and Albert J. Wiggin, ed the same as last year, viz. three
with the class colors, aud presided over
chief
managers
of
a
delightful
sleigh

lection being encored, and the applause Fred C. Knight and Warren A. Barney, tenths to be used in the West District;
ing party which came over heie Mon by members of the different classes.
was most hearty. Rev. E. G> Crowdis were elected to fill this office. Under three tenths in the East. District, aud
Cards to close out,
day evening and had an oyster supper
of Kennebunk, gave several of Dr. Article fifth, the town voted to elect four tenths in the Center, making
at the Mousam House, About twenty
Installation of Officers
Drummonds poems, in a very effective an agent, for the Town Hall, aud John $2100—$2100 and $2800 respectively.
Price while they last
people sat down to the tables and a
manner. Encores were in order, and W. Bowdoin was elected to that office.
It was also voted to print in the next jolly time is reported.
Seven thousand’dollars was appropri town report, all unpaid taxes for the
Pleasant Evening Enjoyed By Arun
even then, tne audience could hardly
The new street commissioner, Mr.
be satisfied. Sope of the ladies of the ated, with which to repair and build year of 1906, all abatement ot taxes
del Lodge of Kennebunkport
church, tendered a luncheon to the ar roads, sidewalks and bridges. Of this and what for, and a list of all poll tax Albert J. Wiggin, was hard at work
tists wlio had so satisfactorily enter amount, 20 per cent or $1400 was voted payers. The latter to be printed year th is (Wednesday) morning, with a large
Ou Tuesday evening of this week, oc
tained them, at the close of the concert to be used to build a permanent con after year, until ordered otherwise by a crew of men, and a number teams pil curred the annual public installation
Post Card Albums, an Monday evening.
crete sidewalk. It was also voted to vote of the town at the regular town ing up the snow on both sides of the i of the officer of the Arundel Lodge, F.
R. R. track, and hauling it away. This I & A. M. in their hall. There were a
album that holds ioo cards, /The fourth quarterly conference of begin to build the concrete walk at the meeting.
B. & M. R. R. bridge, and extend it to
was a good job, and it was done none number ef members and invited guests
At
the
close
of
the
business
transac

for
I 10c the Methodist Episcopal church, was wards the Mousam River bridge, as far tions, a motion was made to fumigate to soon.
present.
The following
officers
held here last Saturday afternoon.
as the appropriation will go. It was the Town Hall at night, before the
Holds 150 cards,
19c Tho usual business was transacted. also
Fire Saturday afternoon destroyed a were installed: W. M., E. A. Pink
voted to instruct the road commis children came to school Tuesday.
house and barn at Bartletts’s Mills, ham ; S. W., G. H. Tarbox; J. W., F E.
By a unanimous vote, the present pas
Holds 200 cards.
25c tor
sioners to begin to clear thé sidewalks
The meeting adjourned shortly, after owned by the Kennebunk Loan aud Miller; Treas., E. C. Miller; Sec., A. H
of the church, Rev. S. E. Leech,
snow at -5 o’clock a. m., and have three o’clock p. m.
Building association. It was caused Carver; S. D., S. H. Ward; J. D., D. F.
Holds 400 cards,
50c was invited to remain another year. of
them cleared before 7 o’ clock a. m., so
by a defective chimney, and the loss Tootbaker; finance committee, A. M.
Presiding Elder Rev. B. C. Went that the people, many of whom are wo
was $1,000; insured for $700. Frank Boothby, J. H. Jeffrey, H. A. Heck
worth, preached at Methodist Episco rn eu, can get to their work. $600 was
Kennebunk Beach
After this a most social time
Hatch, the tenant, had a small loss on man.
pal church Sunday afternoon, and ad also appropriated, with which to build
was enjoyed. The supper was firstfurnishings.
ministered the sacrement of the Lord’s a state road. It was also voted to in
class.
Last Monday morniug, as Mr. L. S.
Roscoe Littlefield has
returned
Supper, assisted by the pastor and Rev. struct the Road Commissioners to see
Edgcoinb was about to enter the
that the streets along the A. S. R. L. home.
L. II. Bean.
Card of Thanks
E
nterprise office, his foot slipped and
be
better
cleared
of
snow.
If
after
two
205 & 207 Mali Street
Geo, B. Abbott of Rumney, N. H.
One new member was taken into the notices, they do not clear them, the
lie fell to the sidewalk, striking his
To the voters in the town of Kenne
Methodist church Isst Sunday, by let Road Commissioners are instructed to who has been visiting his ^unt, Mrs. head on the stone step, and cutting
B. U. Huff, returned home last Wed
bunk.
I thank you for the honor and
ter.
two gashes in the same. Dr. Ross dres
clear the roads, and the town will col nesday.
confidence
you have in me, by electing
Kholer Methods
sed the wound which proved painful,
35c E. H. Emery of Sanford, will speak lect the bill of the R R. Co.
me as one of your road commissioners
Quite
a
number
in
this
vicinity,
but
this
(Wednesday)
morning,
Mr.
It was, voted to raise the amounts
on “Good Citizenship” at the Metho
I will do the best I can, with what
Edgcomb is doing very nicely.
dist church this (Wednesday) evening necessary for the following purposes: went to town meeing last Monday.
have to do with, and hepe yon may
The address will be illustrated with By assessment^ for the care of Poor,
Miss Edna Hubbard, who has been
Last Thursday evening, Salus lodge have no cause to regret your voluntary
Kindergarten Foliost
over 100 stereopticon views. A collec $1800, Support of the Schools, $5000, quite ill, is able to attend school again. of Good Templars, hold a supper and
act.
for É’ree Text Books $500, for Free
tion
will be taken.
Containing 7 pieces
Warden R. Barney has been appoint entertainment in their lodge room.
Warren R. Barney
High School $1500, for Insurauce, Re
The Knights of St. Paul will hold a
ed road commissioner in this vicinity. Over $2.00 was added to the treasury,
1st and 2nd grades Be each meeting at the Methodist Episcopal pairs, Supplies and Incidentals $1100.
and the evening was much enjoyed.
Wells
Nathan Wells was obliged to leave The supper committee were, Mr. Oscar
Transportation of scholars to and from
church vestry, next Friday evening.
Free High School $400, Salaries and his studies at the University of Maine, McKenney, Mrs. Mary Littlefield and
Refreshments will be served. It is
Another success was scored last FriCommissions of Officers $2000. The on account of defective vision. He is Miss Tvedt. The committee on enter
expected
that
one
new
member
will
be
German Juvenile
day
evening when the opera ‘Pepita,’’
25c
individual salaries to be the same as in hopes to be able to enter college in tainment: Mr. Wm. Barney and Oscar
initiated.
was
repeated in the Grange hall in this
last year. The uumbei and location of September.
McKenney.
village.
The Grange has received
It is a splendid baby girl that came schools to be taught during the coming
Harry Winn of Woodfords, was a
quite
a
substantial
sum from these two
sheet
to
the
home
of
George
Bourne
last
The
Kennebunk
town
balance
year, to be left to the School Commit guest at Wentworths’ recently.
AT
Monday evening. Both mother a,nd tee
shows the receipts to have been $58,- entertainments.
Maude Babine, who has been em 568.54, the expenditures, $55,495.15,
The four act comedy “A Fisherman’s
child are doing well.
For maintainance of the street lights,
ployed in Philadelphia for the past leaving a balance of $3,073.59 for the Luck” will be presented in the Town
insurance
and
repairs
in
town
buildLittle Raymond Goodwin is visiting
winter, returned one day last week.
past year. The expenses of the poor Hall in this village Friday evening,
bis grandparents for a few days. He is ings foi‘ all miscellaneous expenses
The sickness is such at the Went were $2,252.15, electric lights, 1,372 10, March 8, by the class of 1907 W H S.
due
$1400,
for
the
payment
of,
interests
the son of Ubas. Goodwin of Sanford.
worth house, that they employ two Mousam bridge, $800.00 salaries, $1756. The young people have put in some
and town indebtedness $2600.
A few from here attended the opera,
trained
nurses. Benjamin and Alvira, 91, roads and bridges, $7,000, fire de good work rehearsing and the play
The treasurer was instructed to ne“
Piff,
Paff,
Pouf,
”
at
Biddeford,
last
both
being
on the sick list.
partment, $2,332.44, browutail moths, promises to be a good one. The price
With W. H. Fit J
gotiate a temporary loan, not to exTuesday evening.
There
There have been 19 of admission is 55 and 35 cents.
K t
Chas. Stevens, who has been visiting about $5,000.
ceed $1500, in anticipation of the taxes.
will
be
a
dance
after
the
entertainment
alarms
of
fire.
There
werq
31,248
friends
in
Boston,
has
returned
to
Ken

S'
W. A. Rogers of this village, has re The date of payment of taxes was left |
the tickets being 15 cents.
browntail moth nests turned in
Main Street.
IQnebunk cently sold a valuable Boston terrier. the same as last year, and discounts j nebunk.

EDO COMBANNUAL
TOWN
FRIDAY and SATURDAY
MEETING
45c
18c Large Vote Polled

25c
25c
55c
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Two men got five days in jail, for
sleeping on the steps of the treasury
department in Washington. If they
slept inside, they wonld get from $600,
to $6000 a year.
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TO KILL MAPLE WORMS.

SOCIETIES.

How to Successfully Rid Shade Tree«
of the Pest«.

The maple worm season is here.
Right now the pests of the shade trees
are reaping their richest harvest, says
the Kansas City Star. And a lot of
people who don’t know are wrapping
the tree trunks with bands of sticky
fly paper, old quilts soaked with kero
sene and bandages of medicated cot
ton.
“It’s a waste of time and material
and it injures the trees to wrap things
around the trunks,” said F. F. Thomp
son, the city forester of Kansas City,
Mo. “They cause the trees to wilt
above the point where they’re wrapped.
If the trees suffered only from the
worms that climb up from the ground
we would have little need to worry.
The worms are hatched from eggs de
posited In the foliage by the moths
and butterflies we sometimes admire.
Spraying is the only thing that will
reach the worms. I use a mixture of
three pounds of arsenate of lead to
fifty gallons of wuter. Others use a
dry spray, but the liquid is easiest for
those who have not the advantage of
the latest spraying devices.”

The Boston papers tell of a New
Hampshire women, who wrote to a
lawyer and asked him to send her a
How to Dry Herb«.
divorce by return mail. Evidently the
Herbs form an Important feature in
lady had been accustomed to dealing every garden, but it Is not much use to
with mail order houses exclusively.
spend a great deal of carq in cultivat
ing them if we do not know how to
Maine suffered from 1847 fires last' preserve them for use during the win
ter, so perhaps a few notes on this
year, with a total loss of $2,218,729. subject may not be out of place, says
The year was particularly disastrous the Gentlewoman. They should be
in fires, caused by lightning, there hav picked during the summer just before
they flower, and when they are full ol
ing been 233 of these with losses ag juices and at their best. Care must bi
gregating $122,031.
taken to select a perfectly dry day foi
the gathering, which may be done
Seven Maine towns will pass the either in the early morning or In th«
century mark this year, reckoning evening. Carefully remove all dust and
dirt, cut off the roots and spread the
from the date of incorporation. They herbs on squares of brown paper, whict
ore Montville. Porter, Denmark Jeffer should be placed in a warm oven. Ir
son, Dixmont, Palmyra, all of which order to preserve the full flavor, the
drying should be done quickly, as 11
are prosperous towns of about the they are dried slowly the heat dries up
the aroma and they will be almost
same size.
tasteless. On the other hand, thej
Neither Maine nor New Hampshire must not be allowed to get brown oi
scorch, as this equally destroys the
complain that they have been overlook flavor. When they are dry, pick the
ed in the naming of navy vessels. leaves from the stalks and put there
into bottles or jars, which must bt
Maine has the battleship Maine, the tightly
corked. Before bottling them
gunboats, Castine and Machias and be careful to see that they are quite
and Katahdin, while New Hampshire cold or they will turn sour and be
has its b^Xtleship of that name, the useless.
How to Cure Insomnia.
battleship Kearsarge, the gunboat
There are several common sense
Concord, the wooden ships Portsmouth
ways of obtaining sleep. One of them
and Granite State and the tug Piscata- Is the application of cold wet cloths to
the back of the head and neck, says
qua.—Old York Transcript.
World’s Work. This treatment will
Portland lobster dealers, who praci- not be followed by a reaction if it is
continued for a number of minutes,
cally control the output of canned lob and it often works surprisingly well.
sters, have fixed the wholesale price of Another way of solving the problem is
soak the feet in a hot bath until the
this article at $3.85 per doz. of pound to
veins become dilated with blood, or
cans. This is the highest price ever the whole body up to the hips may be
known, and 35 cents in excess of last given a hot soak. With some people
a two or three minute hip bath is the
year. Several years ago, the price was most effective remedy. Others find
$1.50 a doz Since then, there has been help in a few slow exercises which de
a steady advance annually, owing to not jar or excite the system, but simply
bring some fatigue to the big muscles
the rapid disappearance of the crusta of the trunk and limbs. Friction of
cean. There has been a steady de the skin, especially of the lower part
crease in the amount of contracts de of the body, is another means.

livered, until the past two years, the
How to Clean White Felt Hat«.
White felt hats have such a distress
average has been only about 25 per
cent of the amount formerly delivered. ing way of showing soil that it is a
good plan to keep the right sort of
cleaning materials about. Dry clean
The experience of Rhode Island ing (or almost dry) is always best;
with the gypsy moth has some inter there’s no telling, with liquids, how fax
est for Maine. The gypsy moth made the soil may be spread, perhaps mak
ing an ugly little ring around the orig
made its appearance there about a inal
spot. French chalk, carefully rub
year ago, and the scientists got an ap bed into the felt, will often do the
propriation of $10,000 to fight it, with trick; but a rather stiff paste made of
the result that there are ten times powdered magnesia and water is a
very good cleanser, and really is not
more moths than when the work com to be classed under the head of any
menced. Now the scientists are lobby thing but a dry cleanser—there is so
ing for another appropriation of little water used. Let it dry, and then
brush off very carefully.
$25,000 more during the coming year.
How to Malte Ginger Ale Punch.
It is to be hoped that the state of Maine
FOr a ginger ale punch squeeze upon
will have more to show for her $60, a cupful of granulated sugar the
000 investment in the moth elimination juice of six large or eight small lem
business, but Rhode Island’s experi ons and put on the ice for an hour.
When ready to serve put two generous
ence is certainly not encouraging.— cupfuls of crushed ice into a punch
Portland Argus.
bowl, pour in two bottles of ginger ale,
which should have previously been well
The News—No Pure Drug Cough chilled, and thrust into the liquid one
Cure Laws would be needed, if all dozen long sprays of mint, bruising the
stems well between the fingers before
Cough Cures were like Dr. Shoop’s hand. Serve immediately.
Cough Cure is—and has been for 20
years. The National Law now requires
How to Mend Broken Marble.
When mending marble coat both the
that if any poisons enter into a cough
mixture, it must be printed on the la fractured surfaces with a strong solu
bel or package. For this reason moth tion of shellac in methylated spirit.
ers, and others, should insist on brving When this has dried heat the surfaces
before the fire till the film of shellac
Dr. Shoop’s Cough Cure. No poison softens
and bring them together with
mafks on Dr. Shoop’s labels—and none pressure. For white marble the solu
in the medicine, else it must by law be tion should not be applied right up to
on the label. And its not only safe, the edge of the fracture.
but it is said to be by those who know
it best, a truly remarkable couge rem How to Clean Lattice Window«.
To clean diamond panes in lattice
edy. Take no 1 chance, particularly
with your children. Insist on having Windows stir a little kerosene in tepid
water. Rub pieces of newspaper soft
Dr. Saoop’s Cough Cure. Compare and soak in this, squeeze them almost
carefully the Dr. Shoop package with dry and then rub the “diamond.”
others and see. No poison marks Wipe at once with old linen. With
there! You can always be od the safe other newspaper rubbed between the
side by demanding Dr. Shoop’s Cough bands, but not wet, polish the glass.
Cure. Simply Refuse to accept any
How to Remove Stain From Bottle«.
other;. Sold by J. W. Bowdoin.
When the water bottles are stained,
clean them with raw potatoes, peeled
and cut fine, in a little water or. put a
tablespoonful of salt in each, pour in a
little vinegar and let them stand an
hour or two. Rinse well and they will
be clear and bright.

Subscribe Now!

How to Prevent Streaking.

To prevent clothes from being
streaked by the use of bluing in hard
¿water, stir the bluing in one-half cup
ful of milk before adding to the water.

|
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hln in the head—pain anywhere, has Its causa,
Mn 1« congestion, pain is blood pressure—nothing
alae usually. At least, so says Dr. Shoop, and to
prove it he has created a little pink tablet. That
tablet—called Dr. Shoop’s Headache Tablet—
coaxes blood pressure away from pain centers.
Its effect is charming, pleasingly delightful. Gently,
though safely, it surely equalizes the blood circu
lation.
If you have a headache, it’s blood pressure.
If it’s painful periods with women, same cause.
If you are sleepless, restless, nervous, it’s blood
congestion—blood pressure. That surely is a
certainty, for Dr. Shoop’s Headache Tablets stop
it in 20 minutes, and the tablets simply distribute
the unnatural blood pressure.
Bruise your finger, and doesn’t it get red, and
■well, and pain you? Of course it does. It’s con
gestion, blood pressure. You’ll find it where pain
Is—always. It’s simply Common Sense.
We sell at 25 cents, and cheerfully recommend

Dr. Shoop’s
Headache
Tablets
BOWDOIN’S DRUG STORE.

W. R. Corps: Meetings every other Thurs
day evening in G. A. R. Hall.
Pythian Sisterhood : M eetings held every
other Tuesday evening in Pythian Hall.
Daughters of Rebekah: Meetings heldtne
first and third Saturday evenings in Odd Fel
lows’ Hall.
York Lodge, No.22, F. &. A. M.: Geo. A.
Gilpatrick, secretary. * Meets on or before the
full moon each month. Murray Chapter meets
Monday following full moon. St. Amand Coin
mandery meeis second Thursday each month.
Sinus Lodge, No. 156, I. O. G. T.: Meets
every Tuesday evening in their hall on Main
street.
Wawa Tribe. No. 19, I. O. R. M.: Meets
every Wednesday evening.
-■ Iona Council, No. 17, D. of P„ 1. O. R. M
Meets on every Monday sleep at the 8th ruh
setting of the sun, in Red Men’s hall, Clark’s
Block, on Lower Main street.
Myrtle Lodge, No. 19, K. of P.: Meets
every Friday evening in K. of P. Hall, Main
Street.
Earnest Lodge, No. 55,1. O. G. T.: Regul
ar meetings held in their hall every Wednes
day evening at 7.30 o’clock.
Pine Tree Encampment, No. 29. Meets
second and fourth Wednesday of the month at
Odd Fellows’ hall, at 7.45 p. m.
Mousam Lodge, No. 26, I. O. O. F. Meets
every Thursday night at Odd Fellows hall, at
7.45 p. m.

Order Your
Summer
Printing

CHURCH SERVICES.
Baptist Church. Maln^Street.
REV. H. L. HANSON.

¡And
j
I Summer I
I Ginghams |
Buy early and nbw
that the weather is too
bad to get out do your
sewing and be pre
pared for the warm
weather when it gets
here.

Sunday : 10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
11.30 a. m. Bible School.
6.15 p.m. Young People’s Meeting
7.00 p. m. Prayer Meeting. Monday: 7.30 p. m. Young People’s Meeting.
Wednesday: 7.30 p. m. Praise and Prayer
Meeting.
Covenant Meeting last Friday evening in
month.
Unitarian Church.

Main Street.

REV. F. R. LEWIS.

Sunday.

10.30 a. m. Preaching Service.
12.00 m. Sunday School.'1
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
Congregational Church—Dane Street.
REV. E. G. CROWDIS

Sunday: 10.30 a.m. Preaching Service.
12.00 m. Sunday School.
6.00 p. m. Young Peoples* Endeavor
Meeting.
7.00 p. m. Evening Service.
Wednesday: 4.00 p. m. Junior Endeavor
7.30 p. m. Prayer Meeting.

g Kennebunk, Maine g

Everything for the Horse and Stable.
Full line of Single and Double Harness.
Farm and Lumbermen’s Hamess a spec

ialty. Blankets of all kinds at a great
Reduction in price. At the old stand .*.

REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES.

Sunday: 11.00 a.m. Junior League.
2.00 p. m. Preaching Service.
3.00 p. m. Bible School.
7.00 p. m. Evening Services.
Monday: 7.30p.m. Epworth League.
Wednesday: 7.30p.m. PrayerxMeeting
Friday: 7.30 p.m. Class Meeting.
Christian Scientist.
Room 8, Ross Block, Main Street. ,
Sunday Services at 10.45. a. m.
Subjects and sermons copyrighted by the Rev
Mary Baker Eddy.
REV. WILBUR F. HOLMES^

Odd Fellows’ Blk.

Sanford Mills Blankets and Robes

Methodist Church. Portland Street

M. E. Church, West Kennebunk.

P. RAINOI

W. T. FLINT Ä

Sunday: 10.30a.m. Preaching Service.
11.45 a. m. Sunday School.
Catholic Church. Storer Street
REV. J. O. CASAVANT.

Services every First Sunday at 9.30 a. m- -

PUBLIC LIBRARY.

Plain Street,
Dr.
Mazerine’s

made from the Goodall Worsted Co’s
famous productions will give you
great satisfaction in style and wear
Thousands of Ladies have taken
advantage of our

SPECIAL SALE
HELD EVERY MONDAY
You had better join the crowd next
Monday. It will pay you

Mail eloses for the West at 7.30,9.00 a. m.; 1.00
4.00 and 6.35 p. m.
Mail closes for the East at 9.00,10.45 a. m.; 3.3.’.
and 6.45 p. m.
Mails close for Kennebunkport 9.00 a. m.
6.35 p. m.
Mail closes for Sanford 9.10 and 7.10 p. m.
Mails open from the West at 8.20,9.45 and 11.45
a. m.; 4.40 and 7.40 p. m.
Mails open from the East at 8.20 and 9.55 a.m.;
1418 and 4.40 p. m.
Mails open from Kennebunkport at 9.45 a. m
and 4.40 p. m.
Mails open from Sanford at 9.15 a. m. and 6.40
p. m.
Office Hours: 7.15 a. m. to 8.00 p. m.

Samples of goods sent on application

GOODALL WORSTED CO.’S SALESROOM
MAINE

SANFORD,

wxmimxxBooi

Enterprise
Good Work

Press

Low Prices

Fire Alarm System.
23 Corner Brown and Swan Streets
25 York Street, near residence of O. W. Clark
27 Corner High and Cross Streets.
29 Corner High Street and Cat Mousam Road.
34 Corner Main and Storer Streets.
35 Corner Mechanic and Parsons Street
36 Junction Storer and Fletcher Streets
38 Junction Main and Fletcher Streets.
41 Corner Summer and Park Streets.
43 Boston and Maine Station.
45 Corner Park and Grove Streets.
41 Leather Board
49 Corner Portland Street and Ross Road.
1 Continuous Blast, Paper Mil
3 Blasts, Engineers Signal
ALL OUT—Two blasts.
On the pole near the fire alarm box is a small
box with a glass front, containing the key. To
ring in an alarm, break the glass, open the fire
alarm box, pull down the lever, and releasing
it, let it fly back.
The alarm consists of four rounds of the box
number.

$500.00;

FOR

Cold in the Head, Catarrh and Asthma
It instantly kills the germs, allays all in
flammation, clears the head, throat and lungs
takes away headache and in a little time re
moves every trace of the disease*. For sale and
recommended by J. W. BOWDOIN, Pharmacist

Price: 30c and 50c per Jar.
A eure is guaranteed

COLONIAL ORCHESTRA

E. A. Fairfield, Postmaster.

• The Eaton Hurlburt Paper Co. < >
▼
of Pittsfield, Mass, offers
6

English Cure

Miss Ella A . Clarke, Librarian.
Library Hours. Monday, Wednesday and
Saturday evenings, from 7 to 8 o’clock G. Austin Day,Mgr. Leroy C. Nason, I r as.
Saturday afternoons from 2.30 to 4.00 o’clock
Wednesday afternoon 3 to 5 o’clock foi
reference.

A New Dress Mail Arrivals & Departures.
or Coat

SANFORD, ME.

First-class music furnished for all
occasions
Address all communications to the
Manager, Kennebunk, Maine

I
T
j
▼
•

Twenty-nine other valuable prizes .
for other letters, $1770 in all.
You may win one of them if you
will try. Thispaper in this vil- 11
lage is sold only at
<>

• Bowdoin’sl'harmacies •
•

Kennebunk-Kennebunkport

•

•«>»• 8
.:1

‘

Ik

WILLiAHF. ALLEN,

Civil Engineer, Surveyor and
... Draftsman...

BINAN
JEWELER AND OPTICIAN
253 Main Street,

| For Writing One Letter o

Biddeford, Me.

Land Surveyed, St$ets, Highways and
Sewers laid out M graded.
Also Drawings and Blue Prints
made.
Residence, is West Myrtle St.

Also 298 Plain St, Biddeford

HARBLE AND GRANITE
Large shot room filled with
New designsgf Single and Double
Tablets.
The largestlot of Double Tab
lets ever shorn in York County.
It will payjou to see our stock
and get priceg before buying.
We use only first class marble.
TABLETS|I8.OO and upwards.

O. L Allen
298 Mainit., Biddeford, Me.
Near Cor,dm and Main St.

School Signals.
Exchange the Deed to tit

Two blasts at 8 a. m. will mean no school in
the lower grades—meaning the Intermediate
Farm you don’t Want for the fash
and Primary Schools.
which you Do, through the]
The same signal at 11 a. m. will mean either
one session, or no school in the afternoon.
We require no payment in advance for sting
Three blasts at 8. a. m. will mean no school in
property.
all the schools—when sounded at 11 a.m. it will
Hundreds of sales yearly is our honest evidecc of
mean either one session in the schools—or-no
right methods.
Write today for our FREE improved listing tanks
school in the afternoonNew York:
Boston:
PHiladelpHiai
One session will mean that school will keep
* 150 Nassau Street _ road
___________
and Chestnut
until 1 o’clock—except in the primary grades 88 JSroad Street
DON CHAMBERLIN, AGENT,
Kenrbunk, Maine
and they ieftto the judgment of the teacbeis

E. A. STROUT COMPAl

TREATMENT OF FINE RUGS.
How to Keep Them In Good Con
dition,

George Leland Hunter gives the fol
lowing instructions of interest to all
good housekeepers in an article en
title* “The Truth About ‘Doctored’
Rugs” in Country Life In America for
July:
“The care of a fine rug is everything
Just as thoroughbred racers have lux
ury and affection lavished upon them,
so thoroughbred rugs should be treated
gently and tenderly. The broom should
be used daily on them, and they should
be swept with the nap. Every third
day, after the sweeping, sawdust that
has been slightly moistened should be
sprinkled over the rug, which should
then be gone over with a carpet sweep
er. Be careful to hate the sweeping
precede the application of sawdust, as
otherwise the moisture will turn some
of the dust into mud that, caking it
self in the threads, will ravel the
fibers. Once each weel rugs should be
taken out on the lawn, spread out face
down and then gently tapped—gently,
mind—with a flat rattai beater.
Fine. rugs, like razois—and people,
too—require rest. By m means leave
rugs in use during the dimmer. When
the warm weather ajproaches have
them taken up, carefuly cleaned and
sent to cold storage. Che process of
cleaning as practiced ty experts is as
follows: First all the qist is removed
by the vacuum systeni then the rug
is spread on its face, liquid olive oil
soap is poured over theback, and it is
gently rubbed with a brush until a
fine lather forms. Thenthe same thing
is- done to the face of he rug. After
that warm water is payed over the'
rug until it revives. After the hot
shower, of course, a cld shower fol
lows, and for about arihour on a con
crete floor that slant slightly cold
water runs over the suface of the rug
from sprinklers. Thenln order to take
the water out, the rul is rolled with
the nap, a light wooen roller being
the tool employed, /ter which the
rug is spread out on te roof, face up.
for three clear days ail nights. When
the sunlight has reioved the last
vestige of moisture te rug is rolled
up with the nap ail is ready foj
storage.”
•
How to PreventCoughing’.

Coughing is the wist thing for a
cough, and in most infflnces of coughs
there is more coughif than is neces
sary to subserve theipurpose of the
cough—i. e., to removtoffending mate
rial, says Dr. A. P. ¡eed in the Na
tional Magazine. Thcfollowing direc
tions will help one nuimize coughing
In all instances, whi in the milder
cases it may stop through altogether
after a little perseprance: When
tempted to cough tai a deep breath,
filling if possible ever air cell, hold
ing it until the warniig, soothing ef
fect comes or so longs is reasonable,
and mark the mollifyg result on the
cough, which, even hen the latter
seems unavoidable, w| often be found
under control, Repei if necessary.
The explanation of th is that there is
a liberation of nitrogfi in the air cells
which has a quieting sedative effect
on the irritated mucoi membrane.
How to Mak<a Fire.

Most people when tting a fire lay
the wood flat, crisscroj over the paper
in the bottom of the gite, but let them
try placing the wood oping from the
sides of the grate tone center, says
Woman’s Life. Thislorms a funnel
for a free passage ofcir, and as the
flame travels up the stk more quickly
than it does across, t result is that
fewer pieces are reqwd, and the fir^
burns up more brightland in half the
time that it usually tas. Then when
placing a lump of coion the fire, if
you wish it to last a‘ng time lay it
with the grain of tl coal running
across, as the flame tails more slowlj
across than upward. I
How to Open a F<afain Pen.

If your fountain peis stuck so you
cannot unscrew it, wr a small rub
ber band tightly arou; the nozzle or
pen part, says a correondent of the
St. Louis Post-DispatclThis will give
you a grip on the pen at will nearly
always fetch it. If y(cannot get it
to come off by Using |e rubber, try
putting a little powdei rosin on the
fingers. I have never own the rosin
to fail, but it is rougfor the hand.
Rosin on the hand wiliways fetch a
tight watch case or another smooth,
screw joint article.
How to Clean- Enam Saucepans.

For an enamel saujan that has
become very dirty on toutside noth
ing is better than a jste made of
equal quantities of silveand, whiting
and soft soap. Rub wevith the mix
ture, which must aftervd be washed
off with clean, warm ver. To clean
the Inside of a dirty ucepan, half
fill with water, place in Is a squeezed
lemon and boil gently fhalf an hour.
How to Mend Meehaum,

Crush some garlic to aste and rub
the broken surfaces of tJneerschaum
with it. Press closelyjgether and
bind with thin wire; thejoil for half
an hour in milk. An edly..good ce
ment is composed of qfilime mixed
with white of egg. The ter does not
require boiling.
How to Steriliz<ilk.

Place the milk in bottl closing the
neck with a plug of cleajotton wool.
Pack the bottles in a le saucepan
or boiler, fill the latter v* cold water
and bring to boiling poirget aside to
aool gradually.
How to Restore lileum.

To restore linoleum anilcloth that
have become somewhat c. wash with
milk, let dry and then pd with bees
wax and turpentine. Yrwill be de
lighted with' the result •

............

TENNESSEE IN LINE.
METHOD OFCONSTRUCTION ADOPTED
BY A GOOD ROADS ASSOCIATION.
No Highway Began Before Right of
Way Is Secured For Fully Forty
> Feet In Width—What May Be Done
With $20,000.

Í A Bachelor’s View |
[Original.]

This was told me by a bachelor and
a woman hater. It’s just too cynical
for anything.
After persistent work with th^ coun The honeymoon had waned; the bride
ty officials for eight years past the East and groom had returned from their
Tennessee Good Roads association has trip and started on the humdrum of
won its battle and the work of con life. The morning after their arrival
structing highways in Greene county the young husband gave his young
has commenced, says Henry R. Brown, wife the connubial kiss prescribed for
chairman of the county highway com such pedple and went his way to' busi
mission, writing in the Good Roads ness. When ht> returned in the even
ing there were several letters for him
Magazine.
As secretary of the association I pro that had been brought by the postman
posed to the court that I would donate during the day. They lay on the little
to the county my services as expert antique desk in the library, every one
road builder (in the direction of the opened.
He frowned, but, picking them up,
construction of graded dirt roads) if
they would purchase the necessary out perused them without saying anything
fit and allow me to employ a compe to his wife, who was the only person
tent engineer and foremen. The court who, would have opened them. There
granted this request and made a direct were a few facetious remarks in one
levy that gave us the expenditure of from a bachelor friend upon the loss
$20,000 for grading the roads and put of liberty consequent upon marriage.
ting in necessary culverts and bridges. The rest were on ordinary affairs. He
My first work was to purchase twenty looked up at his wife. She was pout
good mules, twelve two wheeled scrap ing.
“I don’t like those remarks of Ned
ers, a rooter plow, a road plow, a road
machine, a road roller and necessary . Stuart,” she said.
He thought a moment and then re
equipment of harness, small tools, sta
ble and sleeping tents, and camping i plied in a soft tone, “If a wife is to
outfit.
| read her husband’s letters, she must
We designated first a number of . expect to find occasionally something
roads that we would construct, provid- ’ that doesn’t please her.”
ed a forty foot right of way were j . “Do you object to my reading them ?”
“Not at all. I suppose I’m to take the
granted over such route as the road
could be placed to best advantage, on | same privilege with yours?”
the easiest grades and at the least cost I She said “Certainly,” but there was a
of construction. The citizens along | very doubtful tone to so pronounced I.
these various lines formed their com word.
mittees, went to work in earnest and | “Of course if you happen on any con
soon we were Invited to begin work i fidences intended only for me you must
keep them strictly to yourself,” he
over three different routes.
Notwithstanding the fact that we said.
“Of course. Husband and wife are
have had more rain this season than in
any other of the last fifty years,, we < one person even in the secrets of their
'
/
have constructed six miles of a beauti-' friends.”
fully graded road, nowhere exceeding ' There was a sound of the pqstman’s
5 per cent grade, with ample tiling, ] whistle in the street and a sharp ring
culverts and bridges for assuring its i at the doorbell. He went to the door
permanency. This road leads out from i and brought back a letter for her. He
the county site and will ultimately ex-: handed it to her. She read it. He
tend to Warrensburg, a distance of i reached out his hand for it. She held
seventeen miles, the extreme southern ' the letter tightly clasped in hers and
drew back.
edge of the county.
After the first six miles of this road i “Aren’t you going to let me see it?”
/
was completed, the court ordered a like , he asked.
“This is a peculiar case. It’s from
Bertha and contains information in
tended, for the present, only for me.”
“But are we not one, even in the se
crets of our friends?”
“Yes, unless our friends say in their
letters that any information they con
tain is only for the one to whom the •
letter is written.”
“But if we open each other’s letters,
how can such informati6n be guarded
from the one for whom it is not in
tended?”
“You wouldn’t wish to know what
Bertha doesn’t wish you to know,
ROAD IN GREENE COUNTY, TENN., BEFORE i would you?”
IMPROVEMENT.
“I know it already—she’s engaged.”
amount for constructing a road from • “I’m not going to deny all your sur
Mosheim to Romeo,»on the north side i mises. Of course you’d strike the right
of the county. Our crew is now at: one in the, end.”
work on that section and expects to j “She’s engaged to Tom Fletcher. I
finish it in a short time. We are con- j noticed his attentions to her at our
fident of being able to grade thirty- wedding.”
five or forty miles of road with the i “It’s not Tom Fletcher at all. She
$20,000.
wouldn’t look at Tom Fletcher.”
This object lesson has converted the
“Then who -ffc it?”
people more readily than anything else
“That’s one of the things you’re not
ever done, and the cry now is, “Bond j to know-”
the county for $300,000; give us the ’ “Bob Arbuckle?”
roads at once, and let the taxes we are
“I didn’t say so.”
now paying meet the interest instead
“But you don’t say to the contrary.”
of building the roads.”
She was kilent.
We begin no road before the right of
“What do you think of the plait of
way is secured for fully forty feet in 1 our not opening each other’s letters?”
width, and for ano.her road, four miles
She thought a long while, then skid.
long, we have asked for sixty feet, “Suppose you don’t open any of mine
which is being rapidly obtained, and addressed in a woman’s hand.”
will build a road not exceeding 2 per
“But you continue to open any or
cent grade at any point. Placing a all of mine?”
good road where it should be, cutting
“Yes.”
down the steep hills and giving the
“Do you consider that an equable
farmers an easy pull, is the best argu | agreement?”
ment that can be put up, and when we
“Certainly. Men haven’t the sensi
shall have completed the road in at tiveness that women have.” .
least five sections of the county lead . “Do you think Ned Stuart hasn’t any
ing toward the county seat, there will objection to your knowing what he
be no difficulty in carrying the bond says about my loss of liberty?”
proposition with an overwhelming ma “He has no business to say such hor
jority.
rid things,”
We have found on one road consider “He didn’t intend the remarks for
able gravel that will possibly be suffi you.”
cient to macadamize the six miles now
“I should think not. I shall take es
graded, and we purpose to utilize dur pecial pains to open any letters he
ing the winter months our twenty may write to you hereafter.”
mules and wagons by having the coun “Do you think it would be honor
ty convicts haul the gravel and place able for you to possess yourself of
on the same.
what he says is only intended for me
—not for you at all?”
“Of course I do. What an idea! It’s
BAD ROADS IN ILLINOIS.
proper and necessary that I should
To Better Them State Will Make Use know what ideas he puts into your
of Its Convicts.
, head—ideas that tend to break up
Convicts of Illinois are assisting in happy domestic life.”
the construction of hard roads by run The husband frowned.
ning stone crushers that have recently “How do I know,” he said after a
been installed at both thè Joliet and pause, “what ideas your friends are
Chester penitentiaries, says a Bloom putting into your head to destroy our
ington special to the New York Even domestic happiness?”
ing World. At the former the output “I. have no friends to do any sueh
is about 400 cubic yards per day, filling horrid things.”
eleven of the largest cars. It is plan “But you ask me to take your word
ned to increase the output shortly to for that, while you won’t take my
word that my friends won’t”—
twenty cars per day.
Any county or township that will un “Has it come to this so soon? Oh,
dertake to build hard roads will be that -I should have married a man
given all they want of this crushed who won’t take my word!”
rock free, the only expense being that “My dear, I didn’t”—
of the freight from the penitentiary to “You did.”
thq, destination. Illinois is said to pos She was dabbing her handkerchief
sess more miles of poor highway than into her eyes. He went to her, put
his arms about her1 and to soothe her
any other state in the west.
The state highway commission has said:
how taken up the question of con “Open all my letters if you like,
I’ll not open yours.
structing sample stretches of roads In sweetheart.
Women are sensitive.”
various counties of the state.
The first plan is to thoroughly tile The next day he wrote his friend
the road so as to drain off all water. Stuart as follows:
The dirt is then brought to a cone in You are all wrong in announcing that
have lost my liberty. I’m just as inde
the center and thoroughly rolled. Three Ipendent
as I was before.
layers of crushed stone of varying size P. S.—Pl/aase hereafter- address me at
follow, each being rolled in turn. - The the office.
EDITH ?F. ) BAKER.
road is then declared completed.

REVERSED BY THE PEOPLE.

A STORY FROM MUNICH.

AN EXPENSIVE LESSON.

English Voters Call a Halt as to Mu
nicipal Ownership.

How Mun.cipal Ownership Works In
That Fine Old German City.

Columbus Got It Through Public Own
ership of Electric Lighting.

The mdst dramatjc incident in the To the Editor:
history ‘of municipal government oc Sir—Noticing your interest in all
curred on Nov. 1, when the greatest matters pertaining to municipal own
city in the world reversed its policy ership/ I trust that it will extend to
in regard to municipal ownership by the following statement of an actual
an overwhelming vote. For several occurrence of some three or four years
years the “Progressives,” as the munic ago on the municipal tramway of Mu
ipal ownership party called itself, have nich, Germany.
controlled the London county coun A grand fair was being held near the
cil, which has charge of most matters statue of Bavaria, which is in one of
affecting the city as a whole, and of the suburbs of Munich. This district
reached by a municipal car -line
seventeen of the twenty-eight borough is
which passes through a thickly settled
councils, which deal with local matters, residential
district, the many inhab
one borough being nonpartisan. After itants of which are dependent on the
the borough council election on Npv. 1 car line for their daily transportation
this party was left in eonti’ol of but to the centers of business and indus
two boroughs, having elected with their try and the factories in which they
allies, the so called “Laborites,” only work. When the populace and country
292 councilmen out of1 1,362. That it people from surrounding towns swarm
was a popular and not a class victory ed out to the fair they boarded the
is shown by the fact that the “Pro cars in great numbers.
gressives” were beaten worst in the j But there is ah ordinance strictly
boroughs where the heaviest vote was limiting the number of persons who
cast.
shall ride on a car at one time to the
Such a political upheaval must have seating capacity and possibly a few
an adequate cause, and the cause in others, say the standing capacity of
the case was the rapid increase in the rear platform. This‘ordinance the
taxes, and consequently rents, which populace entirely disregarded in their
resulted from the taking over by the great anxiety to get to and especially
city or its boroughs of tramways, elec from the fair in the evening.
As a popular punishment for this
tric lighting, waterworks, etc., the
building of luxurious public baths and unheard of disrespect for the police
other expenditures of public money out ordinances the authorities without fur
of all proportion to the results attain ther ado took all the cars off the line
ed. This lavishness had raised the bor and proposed to keep them off for
ough tax rate in the boroughs control some weeks., Popular indignation,
led by the “Progressives” 40 per cent however, was so great that the ears
above the rate in the other boroughs. were restored to service on the line
A few examples of the losses incurred after only three days’ suspension. This
was done by calling tb the attention of
may be of interest.
In Islington the street lighting costs the bureaucratic minds of ,the munici
nearly three times as much per mile pal authorities the fact that in seeking
as in the boroughs lighted by private to punish the patrons of the fair they
companies. In St. Pancras the cost is were incidentally depriving all the in
nearly as high, whileiin Woolwich, in habitants of a large district of the
of any transportation means of
spite of the high cost, thu loss for the city
their daily work.
current year is expected ten, reach $50,- reaching
While ibis'1 may be an acute' exam
000. In Bermondsey and Southwark ple of the overbearing attitude of Ger
the councils have refused an offer from man officials.' still I can testify from
a private company to light -the streets personal experience as a traveler and
at half the cost under municipal man student in Germany that it is but il
agement. The same condition exists lustrative of their general attitude to
in commercial lighting, for the Aerated ward the public, I presume that this
Bread company found that the bills for attitude must come from the extent
its depots in municipally lighted bor to which government enterprise enters
oughs were 116 per cent higher than into all branches of service in Ger
the rate paid to private companies.
many, although apparently not with
In Shoreditch the palatial public the overwhelming success with which
baths, built within a stone’s throw of some credit it. For instance, the aver
baths erected by a local philanthropist, age cost of a ton mile of freight on the
are now closed for lack of custom, government railways of Prussia was
though interest must still be paid on 1.278 cents as compared with .725 cents
the investment and the borough has in the same year for the railways of
lost the taxes previously paid by the the United States. ‘
property. And in Poplar each bath
A TRAVELER.
taken in the public baths costs the tax
payers^ 20 cents in addition to what
A NORTH CAROLINA CONTRAST
the bather pays for his ticket. '
In this borough cases were proved
in which outdoor relief was given to The Water Supply of the State’s Two
Largest Cities.
families earning $500 a year, equiva
lent to $850 jn this country, while the
The largest cities of North Carolina
fare in the workhouse was better than are Wilmington and Charlotte. They
could be afforded by the average inde are about the same size, but present a
pendent wage earner.
sharp contrast in their .water supply.
Examples of this sort could be multi
Wilmington is served by a privatè
plied indefinitely, and . the same condi company, which has recently, under
tions exist in the work carried on by the direction of an eminent engineer,
the London county council, which, for installed a filtration system,. Not a
example, is paying 47 per cent more dollar in bonds has been issued by the
for inferior brickwork than the stand city for its copious supply of pure soft
ard contract price for the best work. water.
Charlotte bought out its water com
The failure of its municipal ferry is
typical of its, waste of public money, pany seven years ago and built a new
and the county council election to be plant at considerable expense. It has.
held next spring is expected to result however, been forced to return to the
similarly to the borough council elec old pumping station and source of sup
ply, as the/.water from the new plant
tion.
The Pall Mall Gazette sums the sit has been declared unfit for domestic
use. Incidentally water bonds to the
uation uh by saying:
“You may confiscate capital, but you amount of $500,000 have been issued.
The Charlotte citizen pays a higher
cannot confiscate that mighty force of
seif interest which belongs to the great water rate than his Wilmington neigh
generating station of all human ac bor and then steps over to the tax of
tivity. Municipal trading, conducted fice and pays his share of the interest
by amateurs and financed out of an on $500.000 bonds as well as a share of
open and bottomless pocket, can never the taxes formerly paid by the water
be more than a weak and false imita company. Here is a vivid contrast be
tion of real commerce and industry. tween political and private manage
If the city council collected its capital ment.
by the issue of prospectuses to the
public, who would invest a sovereign
A FEW MAXIMS.
bn the faith of its promises or-the rep
utation of its directing committees? Some Familiar but Valuable Truths
And if the ratepayer is wise he will
Dressed Up In New Raiment.
take care that his money does not find
Experience
is said to be the only ef
its way. by compulsion into specula fective teacher.
Most people want to
tions where he most assuredly would get it for themselves. Only the wise
never place it by choice.’’
are willing to take it at second hand.
There is an added excitement in skat
Taxes Rising In Scotland.
ing on thin ice when the hole is still
Consul Rufus, Fleming of Edinburgh unhealed where another boy disap
calls attention in a recent report to the peared.
fact that during the ten years ending
Newspapers and the police cannot
1904 local taxation per capita has in keep people out of policy shops, and
creased more than 42 per cent. He the dealers in green goods still find cus
further states that taxes are especially tomers after these many years. We
high in Glasgow, Aberdeen and Pais laugh at the “hayseed” and a year later
ley, the three Scotch cities that have paper our walls with mining stock cer
gone deepest into municipal ownership, tificates.
and adds that “the conclusion seems
The less we know about the game the
unavoidable that, whatever benefits surer we are of winning.
municipal ownership may have bestow One city gayly dons the Nessus shirt
ed upon the masses, it has not tended of municipal ownership, while another
to lighten the burdens, of taxpayers.’^ is struggling to free itself from its
This is emphasized by the added fact stinging folds. We are still a young
that during the last fiscal year of the nation. As we grow older we will not
series the running expenses of all of be so ready to pay scalpers’ prices fof
the revenue producing municipal under tickets that are not honored at the
takings of Scotland exceeded the re door.
ceipts by 10 per cent in spite of the
ridiculously small depreciation allow
Leased For Three Years.
ance and the transferring to other ac The Electrical World records the leas
counts of large items of expense.
ing of the municipal light and water
plant of Siloam Springs, Ark., for $600
a year. As the plant cost $30,000 and '
.Want to Let Go, but Can’t;
Do you remember how you felt the the city has to pay 5 per cent interest
first time you took hold of an electric this rental provides for only two-fifths
battery? it felt rather pleasant at of the interest charge. As the plant
first, but as the operator turned on lias been in operation only eight years,
more current it became very unpleas the depreciation of $18,000, shown by
ant, and you wanted to let go, but the rental value, figures out at 7.5 per
couldn’t. That’s the way most citizens cent a year.
feel in places where the city does itsown lighting. They’ve got hold of an
The City Supplies the Water.
electric plant and want to let go, but
An exchange states that the board of
can’t.
aidermen of Burlington, Vt., has defied
the state board of health by refusing
Bonds for municipal plants increase to post public faucets in the city with
taxes. Taxes increase/the cost of.liv a warning jÉhat the water is not fit for
ing and of doing business.
drinking purposes.

The latest municipal plant in a large
city to give the grand hailing sign of
distress is the electric light olant of
Columbus, O. The director of public
service asked last June for fin addi
tional bond: issue of $140.000. For ob
vious reasons the city fathers were
bashful about popping this question to
the voters. Now, however, Director
Lied says that if the money is not
forthcoming the plant will be thrown
out of business and the $550,000 al
ready expended lost. He adds that the
plant , is. wholly inadequate and that
the city is paying a private company
at the rate of $75,000 a year to light
the streets that would otherwise be
left to the tender mercies of the moon.
To show how easy it is to drive the
wedge of expenditure and how thick
the butt end is in comparison with the
tiiin edge that appears in the original
“estimate” the following figures are
•quoted from the last annual report of
the trustees of the sinking fund, all of
the bonds mentioned being for the
erection and equipment of the electric
light plant:
Dec. 1, 1897 .............................
April 1, 1901 .....................................
Jan.- 1. 1903 .............................
Oct. 26. 1903 .............................
Sept. 1, 1904
April 12, .1905 (completing).............
Total .............................

$68,000
110.000.
122,000
145,000
70.000
35,000

$550.000

In view of the present request for
$140,000 more the use of the word
“completing” in the last item seems
unfortunate, though it probably gave
momentary solace to the taxpayers.
During an investigation held in June,
1905, the most amazing ignorance, in
competence and extravagance were
brought to light, but the original con
tract was not. as that important docu
ment, had been ‘‘lost” from the city rec
ords. Blunders in planning and con
struction are alleged that would have
caused an honest electrician’s or archi
tect’s apprentice to hang his head for
shame if he had perpetrated them,
and the inspecting engineer of a large
Philadelphia firm stated that his com
pany was at that time installing a
plant of approximately the same ca
pacity for $125,000, less than the sum
now asked to “complete” the plant ph
which $550,000 has been lavished'.
The comment of the Brooklyn Eagle
is, “You simply can’t marry business
to politics,” and the Boston Advertiser
adds:
“Of course it is easy enough to say
that the people of that city should have
learned enough frdm the failure of pub
lic ownership everywhere else to keep
out of so dangerous a venture, but the
writings of badly informed theorists
probably deluded Columbus, as they
have deceived other communities..
Boston once tried municipal ownership
and lost over $8,000.000 by the ven
ture.”

BLOOMINGTON’S DILEMMA.
Must

Spend $50,000 on Its Electric
Light Plant or Abandon It.

. The authorities of Bloomington, Ill.,
are 'confronted with the dilemma of
abandoning their electric light plant or
spending $50,000 on its renovation. A
committee of the council recently
broached the subject to the local trac
tion company] and found that a con
siderable saving could be effected by
contract lighting, but some members,
for reasons of their own, prefer to re
tain the city plant at any cost.
The plant cost $100,000 and has been
In operation since 1889. Its bad man
agement is shown by the increase in
Operating expenses from $58,47 per
arc per year for the period of 1800-94
to $65.47 for the period of 1902-06, al
though this cost should have materially
decreased on account both of the large
increase of the number of lamps and
of the improvements in thé art during
the last fifteen years. The total an
nual cost per lamp during the last five
years was about $100, à much higher
figure than is charged by the private
companies of Illinois operating under
similar conditions.

“I WOULD SAY ‘DON’T!’”
Advi ce From One Who Knows About
Municipal Utilities.

Martin E. Jensen, ex-treasurer of
Norwich, Conn., gives in the New Eng
land Magazine a cold blooded account
of the municipal electric light plant of
that city, which will rather surprise
those who have read the glowing ac
counts furnished by Mayor. Thayer,
Mr. Jensen, after allowing every pos
sible credit to the city, shows that
with only 5 per cent depreciation the
net loss for the first thirteen months
Was about $16,723 and estimates that
the loss on the second year will not
fall far below $24,000. In closing he
says:
“Examination of local municipal ac
counting covering' a period from 1867
to 1905 convinced me that cities con
ducting their affairs through unpaid
and untrained commissioners run hope
lessly into debt, because appropriations
are overspent.
“To those contemplating going Into
municipal lighting under Norwich con
ditions I would say ‘Don’t!’ ”
Municipal Parcels Service,

The first year’s working of the Man
chester (England) tramways parcels
tervice has resulted In a deficit of
nearly $30.000, according to the report
of the manager. He also admits that
the service cannot be made to pay un
less there is a large increase in capital
outlay (this sounds familiar) and that
the employees have much longer hours
than can be justified.

Government is best when it governs
the least.—Jerome Jones.

tended the Masonic Installation at the
Port last evening.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Herman Huff,
a daughter. .
Someone who attended town meeting
in Kennebunkport this week remarked
•two things that were new to him. The
Items of Interest Gathered hy Our first was the custom of opening the
day’s proceeding with prayer; the
Several Correspondents
second was that, remaining until 12
o’clock he saw no signs of liquor on
any person.
Wells Branch
Mrs. Henry Huff has regained her
Rev. N. A. Avery is at home for a usual health.
few days.
Trolley Notes
Mrs. Harriet Goodwin returned to
her school at Somerville» Monday, af
The officials of the Pittsburg (Penn.)
ter spending a weeks’vacation at her
street railway, have adopted the plan
her home here
Mrs. Arioch W. Penney, who has of having within the city limits, boys
to stand in the rear vestib nles, tend
been ill, is improving.
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Chick of Alewive, trolley and give bells. It said that the
traffic is so heavy that the conductors
spent Sunday with Orlando Chicks.
are engaged principally in taking fares
E. J. Cole has moved his portable and consequently cannot give proper
mill to Maryland Ridge.
attention to the embarking and dis
Mrs. S. W. Gowen is quite sick. Dr. embarking of passengers. Ou reach
Hall is in attendance.
ing the outskirts of the city, the boys
transfer to in bound cars.
West Kennebunk
About 250 Doyer busines men went
to Concord recently, in connection
The Boston & Maine raiiroad has with matters relating to the proposed
given notice that they will pay 55 cents union of the Atlantic Shore Line and
for No. 1 chestnut, white aud yellow •the Doyor, Somersworth and Roches
oak ties delivered beside their tracks, ter Railway in Central square, Dover.
and 30 cents each for No. 2. They pay The merchants on the north side of the
$20 per thousand for switch timber. river, are against such a connection,
This gives our farmers a chance to sell believing that trade would be diverted
off their at good prices.
to the south side.
R. L. Webber and wife are mealing The contract for building the miss
with Geo. S. Fletcher.
ing link in the Atlantic Shore trolley
James W. Fletcher and family, will system between York beach and Ken
occupy the Bonser house in front of nebunk a distance oi about 18 miles,
Webber’s market, very soon.
was to be let last Friday, and as soon as
Miss Flora Webber went to Rumford weather conditions will permit the
Falls, Thursday, to visit her sister. On work will begin and be pushed along
her return, she will take in the Boston as rapidly as possibly. In fact, one of
millinery openings.
the stipulated conditions in the con
Mrs. E. L. Caine visited Cumberland tract will be that the work must be com
lodge of Good Templars Thursday, at pleted by June 1. The contract will in
Portland. She was in Boston Saturday clude the laying of the ties aud rails,
the bonding of the track, all the nec
to witness Ben Hur.
The twine mill was never so prosper essary overhead work, and the equip
ous as at present. Anyone can get ment of the line with telephones, in
work there now who is willing to work fact, everything required for the suc
cessful operation in this part of the
at fair wages.
system. With all this accomplished, a
Walter Dunn and Miss Delia Duguay trolley ride will be possible from Bath,
of Manchester, were united in marriage Me., to New York eity.
Feb. 28, by Rev. Albert Northrob of
Dover.
Mrs. Isabella Wakefield, wife of Ar
thur Wakefield, passed away, Mar. 2,
aged 58 years. She leaves, to mourn
her loss, a husband, three brothers aud
three sisters. Mrs. Wakefield was one
of our best respected ladies, and when
[Copyright, 1906, by C. H. Sutcliffe.]
The Cheyennes hgd fought the white
health permited, was always found at
church, and at lodge, ready and willing Soldiers for fifteen years. Chief Walkto help in all good work. The services by-Night had starteH out in the belief
were conducted by Rev. Mr. Holmes of that there were only about 5,000 white
men in all America, and as soon as he
Kennebunk.
The Good Templars are planning to could get them together he would fin
celebrate their thirty-second anniver ish them off, but after many years he
came to have a better understanding.
sary, March 15.
When the first blades of green grass
Chas. Bridges is very sick.
were seen on the southern hillsides
Mr. James Whitten, passed away at word was sent out to the subchiefs to
his home early this morning, after a gather in council. All responded but
two weeks’ sickness. He leaves a wid Black Wolf. He was a fiery tempered
ow to mourn his ioss, The funeral young man of twenty-five. It had so
services will be held next Saturday happened that he and his band had
afternoon.
taken all the scalps , gathered in during
the year past, and he was ambitious,
fearless and a great hater. He wanted
Ogunquit
war all the time. He had plans to
round up all the white soldiers and
Selectman Littlefield of this village make a grand finish of them. Let the
has been in Kennebunk several times Cheyennes perform some daring deed
and they might count on an alliance
this week.
Charles Stover, who fractured his with at least three other tribes. Black
Wolf claimed to be ill and asked for a
ankle while at work Saturday morning, few days’ delay.
is as comfortable as could be expected.
On the bluffs on the north bank of
The annual meeting of the Christian Medicine creek the white soldiers were
Parish was held Monday evening in the building a fort. It was within the
vestry and the following persons were Cheyenne territory and was another
elected to the various offices: Modera Insult to them. Black Wolf had seen
the men at work the previous fall.
tor, J. W. Jacobs; clerk, J. Moses Per During the winter work would have
kins; treasurer, C. L. Maxwell; collec been suspended, but now that spring
tor, Joel H. Perkins; assessors, J. H. had come the white men would be busy
Littlefield, S. J. Perkins, E. T. Weare; again, and again the white topped wag
prudential committee, J. E. Hutchins, ons would roll across the plains.
L. S. Weare, C. L. Maxwell. The finan Those wagons, as he knew, contain
cial affairs of the parish are in good ed flour, -meat, firearms, powder and
shape and the debt caused by the. bullets, blankets, cooking utensils,
building of a new vestry and various clothing and many other things needed
by his tribe. If he could run off five or
other alterations and repairs, has been six
of them, with perhaps half a hun
very largely reduced, so that the total dred mules and horses, the wealth of
amount of all outstanding bills to date the tribe would be restored twice over.
is only about two hundred dollars. It The feat would be a daring one, and
was voted to shingle the stable and to one to challenge admiration and bring
paint the parsonage and stable. The about alliances. Walk-by-Night would
vote in relation to a pastor was unani no longer cover his face and talk of
mous in favor of Rev. George E. Dor peace, but his voice would be for war
and his face painted to strike terror to
man, the present pastor.
the hearts of his enemies.
It was a golden opportunity for Black
Cape Porpoise
Wolf. He had less than fifty warriors
in his band, but all were enthusiastic
and sure of success. It was a ride of
Miss Daisy Nunan who has been con seventy-five miles from the camp to
fined to the house by a cold, is able to the bluffs where the fort was building,
be out again.
but this was less than two days’ ride,
The Primary school closed last week even on the half starved ponies. The
for a few weeks vacation. Miss Mary medicine man made his medicine and
pronounced it good, and away rode the
S, Twambly, the teacher, will spend a young
men. The soldiers were busy,
part of her vacation in a trip to Wash and a wagon train was crawling over
ington, D. ().' On account of the illness the plains. The Indians could not have
of Miss Cora Littlefield, the teacher in asked for the situation to be bettered.
the Grammar department, the work They lost little time in pushing in. The
was resumed in that room Monday last six wagons were cut off by a bril
morning with Miss Jennie Meserve to liant dash, seven of the escort killed
and the six drivers saved to be tor
finish the winter term.
tured at the stake later on. The sol
Presiding Elder B. C. Wentworth diers turned out from the new fort and
preached at the church Sunday morn gave chase, but were beaten back. Six
double mule teams and twelve led
ing.
A lecture on ‘.Good Citizenship and horses were among the fruits of the
Temperance” was given in the church capture, and under the covers of the
wagons was wealth beyond compare.
iast evening by E H Emery of the That was a proud moment for Black
Christian Civic League of Maine.
Wolf when he brought his prisoners
Quite a delegation from the Cape at and .plunder safe to the main ^camp.

NEIGHBORING
TOWNS

I Black Wolf’s Bad Heart I

He also had his little speech ready.
“I have heard it said that the Chey
ennes had become a tribe of women,’’
he said. “With forty-two warriors I
have captured what you see before
you. Let that be the answer. I have
heard it whispered that we must make
peace and go upon the reservation to
escape hunger and cold. In the wagons
here are enough food and blankets to
last us for years. If forty-two of us
have done this, what cannot 1,000 of
us do? There are 500 white men at the
new fort. Are we to leave them in
peace, or are their scalps to hang on
our lodges?”
1
All this and a heap more was said
by Black Wolf before he was through
with his speech, and he carried the
crowd with him. Walk-by-Night con
cluded that he had made a big mis
take and straightway repented of it,
while the squaws chanted and the war
riors bragged and swaggered. The vil
lage now numbered 800 people. Some
of the bands had not yet come in. Five
of the wagons were unloaded, and the
hopes of the redskins were more than
realized. There were pork, beef, sugar,
coffee and flour by the barrel. There
were bacon, hard tack, beans, peas, rice
and tobacco. The six wagons were in
the center of the village. The stuff
taken from the five made a great heap.
The contents of the sixth were left for
inspection on the morrow.
By and by, when all speeches had
been concluded, hunger satisfied and
the crowd had got hold of enough whis
ky to give everybody a whooping old
time, some of the younger bucks began
firing their guns. One of the teamsters
called out to them and triedi to ex
plain something. He was given a slap
on the face, and the revel went on.
Ten minutes later one of the bullets
fired by a mad dancer penetrated the
box of the wagon, and there instantly
followed an explosion that shook the
earth for thirty miles around. It had
been the last wagon in the train. It
was loaded with dynamite for blasting
down a portion of the bluffs. The
blast struck the hills to the west and
came back to strike those on the east.
It dug a hole in the earth thirty feet
deep and a hundred feet long. It sent
hundreds of bodies high in air, and it
flung hundreds of others about like
feathers.
Walk-by-Night was dead. Black
Wolf was dead. One Horn and Great
Thunder were dead. The power of the
tribe was broken forever, and the sol
diers even pitied the miserable rem
nant that came crawling in and asked
to be put on a reservation and clothed
and fed. Black Wolf’s ambition had
done the trick.
M. QUAD.
Monster Spider Crab«.

“I have coljected specimens of crabs
In all parts of the world,” said a nat
uralist, “but I shall never forget the
pleasure I experienced in securing a
monstrous specimen of the Japanese
spider crab, the largest ever found.
The combined length of the feeding
arms of this monster was more than
twelve feet, .while the body portion
was about twenty inches across. When
alive, it weighed about seventy-five
pounds. One of the oddest things
about these creatures is their ability
to assume a disguise. This feat they
are able to perform owing to the flexi
bility of their pinchers and to the
hooked hairs and spines with which
their numerous arms are studded. By
means of their pinchers they tear off
small fragments of sponges and sea
weeds. After first putting these to
their months, which contain a glutinous
saliva, they place them on the sur
face of their limbs and bodies by
sticking them fast with a rubbing
movement. By this method the crab
succeeds in completely changing its
appearance and rendering itself indis
tinguishable from the materials com
mon to the bottom of the sea. While
crawling along it seems as though a
portion of the ocean bed was in mo
tion, so close is the resemblance,”
Forests of Stone.

Stone forests are found in various
parts of the world. In many cases
they are hardened by some peculiarity
of the atmosphere and are found stand
ing just as they were when clothed
with green foliage thousands of years
ago. The Little Colorado river, in Ari
zona, has long been famous as a local
ity for such finds. At one place more
than 1,500 cords of solid stone, tree
trunks, sections, limbs and logs, were
found by the government surveyors.
Most of them were silicified^ many
seven to ten feet in diameter and from
twenty to eighty feet in height. Geol
ogists say that the petrified trees of
the Little Colorado were once covered
with marl over 1,000 feet in depth.
Some of the trees have been changed
to jasper and have assumed various
hues; others resemble opal, and when
broken open the core is often found
lined with crystals of the most beau
tiful tints.
He Wins the Palm.

Many stories have been told of mean
men, such as he who used a wart for
a collar button and he whose birthday
gift to his son consisted in washing the
windows so that the lad might watch
the cars go by. This man, however,
seems to have won the palm. There
was an extremely mean man in New
Hampshire who was the proprietor of
a hotel. By his direction rules were
posted in the hostelry forbidding al
most every conceivable privilege to
those not guests of the place. There
was absolutely no chance for the cas
ual loafer to get newspapers, pens, ink,
stationery, etc. There were not even
free seats in the office. One day he
chanced to observe a chronic loafer
gazing at the old clock that hung on
the wall. The next day a sign was
placed over the clock. It read, “This
clock is for the use of the guests of the
hotel only.”—Success Magazine.
Profligate Spendthrifts.

The wealth of many of the ancient
Romans was reckoned far into the

I A Few Furs Left
I to Close at Half
Price or Less

The Bargain Store
A Few Winter!
Coats Left 10 be
Sold at Less
Than Cost

Everett M. Staples
146 Plain Street, Biddeford.

z

Tel. 221 - 3.

Buy Cottons
The prices of all goods made from cotton are being
advanced almost daily. We bought heavily at last
fall prices and our customers get the benefit
6c Brown Sheeting, full 36 in wide,
7c Brown Sheeting, full 36 in wide,
Lockhart 40 in Brown Cotton,

5C
5c

7

1-2C

A good bleached Cambric, a yd..,
Galatea Suitings, heavy and strong,

IOC

millions. Mark Antony during his
S.omewhat checkered career squander
ed no less than $735,000,000, and Ti
berius left at his death over eighteen
millions, which Caligula spent in less
than a year. Records show that this
spendthrift paid $150,000 for one sup
per. Horace tells us that Pegellus, a
singer, could in five days spend $40,000, and Clodius on a small wager
swallowed a pearl worth nearly $40,000. The estate of Crassus was valued
at $8,400,000. Lucullus dined at the
rate of $8,000 a meal for several weeks.
Lentulus was worth not less than six
teen millions, and Apicus squandered
nearly five millions of dollars in a few
weeks.
Irritating Americanisms.

One of the most irritating of Amer
icanisms is the use of “limb” for
“branch.^ “Limb” for “leg” ■ has al
ways been accepted as an American
prudery, but what is the matter with
“branch?” Careful Anglophile writers
are beginning now to reintroduce this
latter word,. but “limb” has hitherto
been the transatlantic word with all
authors. If it is also old English we
shall not mind so much, but is it? The
joke of the verse is at least 1,300 years
old, but how old is the English ver
sion?—London Chronicle.
Must Be Good.

Plaisantin offered in payment of a
bill a gold piece which had a suspi
cious ring. “Here, you’ve given me
one of those false coins that the coun
terfeiters have just been arrested for
making,” said the merchant. “Impos
sible,” answered Plaisantin. “It is dat
ed 1863. If it were false, surely it
would have been found out before
this.”—Gaulois.
Three Wives.

The Beggar—Please, sir, will you
kindly assist a poor man who has
three wives to support? The Pedes
trian—Why, do you mean to say you
are a bigamist? The Beggar—Oh, no,
sir. Two of them are the wives of
my sons-in-law.
Delays Are Dangerous.

ISC

New Spring Percales, full 36 in.,

IOC and 12 1-2
Lawns, Muslins, Indian Head Cottons, ’
Butcher Linens, Mercerized Waistings.

All new goods at old pices.

twelve Caesars, others antique statues
and still others the Metamorphoses of
Ovid.”
Isabey, in his biographical notes,
says that when he came to Paris he
worked for a living by making copies
pf Vanloos and Bouchers on the lids of
snuffboxes and that for these medal
lions he was paid from 6 to 8 francs
each. “As It was still the fashion,” he
said, “to wear buttons as big as a five
franc piece, upon which Cupids, flow
ers and landscapes were cut in cameo,
I went into that business. I got 12
sous for each.”—Paris Figaro.

'Any Man
who poduces anything
a little better than “the
other fdlow” can sell it at
a bette price. This is
why we never offer our

‘‘lowest
prices ii town.” With us
work it

Why Some Countries Are Uninhabited.

the

A mere glance at our maps impresses
a few general facts upon us. We see
that the largest areas of the unknown
Quality First in Photoare now in lands that are too dry, as in
the Sahara, the desert of Arabia, and
graphy;/ou pay for skill
the steppes of Mongolia; lands that are
too wet and hot, stimulating almost im
and por skill is dear at
penetrable forest growths, as in parts
of the Amazon and Kongo basins;
any prié
lands that are too cold and bleak, as
portions of the northern areas of Amer
ica and Asia. Even the characteristics
of the inhabitants influence the extent
of the unexplored. In proportion to to
tal area there is more unknown surface
in Liberia than in any other political
138 lain Street
subdivision of the world, because the
Liberians, content to live along the BIDDEFORD, - - - MAINE
coast, have scarcely entered their vast
forest maze, though they teem with
Telejone 109-3
rubber and other resources.—Cyrus O.
Adams in Harper’s.
“Not How Chip But How Good”

ELITE STUDIO

What Red Coral 1«.

The red coral that is used for neck
laces is a horny axis which supports a
number of soft bodied, coral-like ani
mals, or polyps, the entire structure
bearing a strong resemblance to a
small shrub. The fishermen, after they
have brought this shrublike colony to
the surface, clean the soft animal mat
ter away, preserving the red core, or
axis, which is sold as jewelry. Al
though red coral contains some line, it
Is largely composed of a substance
akin to . horn, and, like horn, it takes a
fine polish. Horn, wool and other ani
mal substances of this nature almost
invariably change their color when
brought into intense heat.—St Nich
olas.

“But this is so sudden! You had bet
ter give me a week to think it over!”
“Very well, dear. And, perhaps, it
would be as well if I thought it over
Welsh Rabbit Fiasco.
myself at the same time!”—Sketching
“When I was starting my apart
Bits.
ment,” remembered the bachelor, “sev
eral of my lady friends wired me they
Breaking In.
would bring a small party of people up
Mother—Dear me, the baby has swal for Welsh, rabbit. I went out and
lowed a piece of worsted. Father— bought a chafing dish, the handsomest
That’s nothing to the yarns she’ll have I could find; a dozen plates, silver
to swallow if she lives to grow up.
knives and forks and spoons and nap
kins and a table to set the rabbit out
A Very Busy Man.
A school inspector went to investi on, so that the rabbit, which at a res
gate the case of a man who, although taurant would have cost about $1 all
he could well afford to keep his chil told, cost me about $35. And then they
dren at school, had obtained labor didn’t come.”—New York Press.
certificates for them all and was tak
His Opposite.
ing frequent holidays while the poor
Jenkins—I am told that the happiest
little fellows worked to keep the home
marriages are between people who are
on.
To his wife’s plea that the young exactly opposite in every respect to
sters’ wages were useful when “fey- each other, so I am looking for a young
ther” was out of work the inspector lady of that sort, don’t you know. Miss
replied:
Pert—Then you have come to the right
“A mere quibble, ma’am. Your hus place. Come to the other side of the
band has constant work, but is too room, and I’ll introduce you to a bright,
lazy to do it. His employer told me Intelligent, well educated girl.
so.”
“Then it’s a wicked story, and I’m
Deceived.
not particular who hears me say it!”
“I want to get a divorce from my
cried the woman indignantly. “My Wife.”
husban’ is the busiest man in England,
“On what ground?”
bar none. Why, he was up at day
“Well, I don’t know the legal term
break this mornin’ teachin’ my youn for it, but she didn’t tell me before I
gest lad to swim, an’ he’s walked ten married her that she was an elocution
miles across plowed fields to fly a pi-, ist.”
geon an’ won a bounce ball contest an’
The Cause.
a boxin’ match since dinner, an’ now,
Theater Goer—The love scene in your
to wind things up,” she added as a
final proof of her husband’s amazing play isn’t naif so natural as it used to
industry, “he’s down in the wood yon be last season. The same people do it
der trainin’ his dog to catch an’ kill too. Manager—Yes, but the lovers were
rabbits without leavin’ the marks of married a few months ago.
his teeth on ’em. If you want more
Hard ttf Understand.
work than that crowded into a day,
Bibbs — Some people get everything
you must be a regular nigger driver.”—
they go after. Gibbs—Yes, and others
London Tit-Bits.
don’t seem to get what’s coming to
them.—Smart Set.
When Buttons Were Big.
Bachaumont writes in his “Secret
Let another praise thee and not thine
Memoirs,” Nov. 18, 1786: “The mania
for buttons is today extremely ridicu own mouth; a stranger, and not thin*
lous. They, are not only of enormous own lips.—Book of Proverbs.
size, some of them as big as six pound
Several local people have been at
crowns, but miniatures and pictures
are made upon them, and this orna tending the Portland automobile show,
mentation is extremely costly. Some They were well pleased with the ex
of them represent the medals of the hibit.

Boston Maine Railroad.
In HffecOct. 8, 1906.
TRAINS LEAVE ENNEBUNK
For Dover, Exer, Haverhill, Lawrence,
Lowell and Bost< f7.50, *07 a. m.; tl.18,
§1.46, §4.18, t4,20, §6; f6.46, p. m.
North Berwick aj Somersworth, 17.50, fO7,
fl.18, §1.46, f4.20, fS p. m.
Kennebunkport,.25, f9.40, a. m., f 11.25, fl.20,
|4.22, ¡7.05 p. m.
Biddeford, Sac. Old Orchard, Portland,
f9.40, fll.25 a. m., J2, ¡7.05 p. m.
No. Berwick, rtsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lynn and «ton (Via. East. Div.) |O7
a. m., fl.18 p. m.
* Daily, f Dail’xeept Sunday. § Sunday
only. ,
Detailed informon anu time tables may be
obtained at ticket ice.
D. J. FLANDERl
C. M. BURT
Pass. Traf. Mgr
Gen. Pass. Agent

«. Ill X co.
OUR

SPRING SHIRTWAISTS

Bay Arrived
and we canihow the best and
handsomesvVaists in the City.

The Prices sfrom $1.00 to $6.00

We

have ferything that com
pletes a Infant's Outfit

Lawn Disses and Slips
froi25c upwards
A n| assortment of

Torchland Vai Laces
1 5c a yard
We are stiiontinuing our sale of
Czaraina Fticoats at 20 per cent

discount

The C"tt Store, 22S^£M
Bieford, Maine

